For a general class of reinsurance treaties the author g~ves an upper bound for the net premmm This result can be seen as the counterpart toapremmmbound for the classical stop-loss reinsurance cover (see Bowers, 1969) . For some special cases some prehminary work can be found in Kremer (1983).
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past six years the author has investigated the problem of calculating the premium for general reinsurance treaues defined with the order statistic of the observed claims. The starting point was from papers of AMMETER (1964) , BENKTANDER (1978) , BERLINER (1972) and KUPPER (1971) , treating two special cases under very special model assumpUons, and a more general paper of CIMINELLI (1976) . In 1984 the author developed general formulas for the net premium of the generahzed reinsurance treaties under asymptotic considerations, in 1985 corresponding non-asymptotic formulas (see KREMER 1984 (see KREMER , 1985 and a handy recurswe rating method in 1986 (see KREMER, 1986b . Special cases were gwen by the author in 1982 and 1986 (see KREMER, 1982 , 1986a . For generalized claim number dlstribuuons some results can be found m KREMER (1988) . Some years ago, in 1983, the author gave asymptotic upper bounds for the net premium of two special types of reinsurance covers. From these results the question arises as to whether it ~s possible to give upper premium bounds also for the generalized type of reinsurance treaty delined w~th ordered claims. In the following these bounds are derived under fairly general conditions.
THE GENERAL REINSURANCE TREATY
Let the random variables Xl, X2 .... denote the claims of a collective of risks and let N describe the claim number. We order the claims in decreasing size resulting m the ordered claims The reader is invited to give more obscure examples (see KREMER, 1984) .
THE GENERAL PREMIUM BOUND
We look at the net premmm NRP of our general treaty defined by the family (c,,1 >/ 1), 1.e. the expected value of RN, NRP = E (R,~, ) and get the mare result. 
We take the cond~nonal expectanon, leading w~th Jensen's mequahty to
The left-hand side ns equal to (x,,, ,-.) 
REMARK 3
Nonce that the above premmm bound depends only on the first and second monlent ol tile claim size dlSlrlbuHon and Oil the d~sIllbtHion ol the clalmnumber N For thepract~calappIication first one has to estimate the mean # and the variance o 2 by Ihe classical mean and variance esumalors based on the past claims experience. Since E (NO,,,,) 
one also needs estimators for Prob(N=n) with n/> 1. This can be done by using the empirical dlsmbut~on funcnon of the known past clmm numbers or alternanvely by applying well-known parametric staustical estlmauon methods based for example on the assumption of Poisson-dlstributed clmm numbers (see LEHMANN, 1983 
Consequently we have
and if Prob(N ~< p) = 0 we have the approximation
We take the ECOMOR-[reao, of Example 2 of Sectmn 2 We l0 ,
N(N-I)s,~= {~ Vp(p-I)'
This nnphes the inequality
+ ((E(N I N i> 
and m the case that
we get the apprommate bound
These formulas are correct for each finite collective, whereas the formulas m KREMkR (1982 KREMkR ( , 1983 KREMkR ( , 1984 (4 6) REMARK 5 Similar arguments and asymptonc premmm formulas are given m a very general paper of the author (see KREMER, 1984) , generahzmg some results m KREMER (1982) As an fllustraUon we c,te the following case EXAMPLE 5 We take the classtcal largest claims cover of the Example I ',vnh parameter p, m the kth collective, assume (4.1) and that with a given s ~ (0,1) the followu]g holds. 
A numertcal Example
We assume Pareto-chstl~buted claHn sizes, ~ e.
P(X, <~
We get for the numerical values of the premmm rate bound (4.8) (m per cent) the following iesuhs (a) for ~ = 2.5 Some years ago the author published a very spemal bound for the net premmm rate of the largest claims cover (see KREMER, 1983) , i.e.
E(N)
(4.9) P + (6217 2)/2 2j-I)1/2 ./=1
The corresponding numerical values are tabulated in table I of the former pubhcation. One notices that the bound (4.8) is better than the bound (4.9) for larger p values, whereas It becomes worse for smaller p values. Consequently it is preferable to use the minimum of the formulas (4.8) and (4.9) as an upper bound for the net premium of the largest claims reinsurance cover.
Obv'ausly Theorem 2 is fairly general. Nevertheless there are examples where some of the conditions are not satisfied. We look at the following. EXAMPLE 6. We investigate the ECOMOR-cover of Example 2 with parameter pa in the kth collective. Unfortunately our conditions of Theorem 2 are not statable, we have to prove (4.6) directly Again let N~. be the claim number m the collectwe no. k. Instead of (4.7) we assume that 
